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INTRODUCTION

The Sixth Meeting of the IUGS Subcommission on Precambrian

Stratigraphy was attended at Tanta University, Egypt from 2-5 November,

followed by a field trip through the late Proterozoic rocks of the

Eastern Desert of Egypt, 8-12 November.

Because of the importance of the Sixth Meeting, IUGS made an

extraordinary subvention to the Subcommission, from which I received

$2200 for travel expenses, while Tanta University provided accommodation

and travel for Members during the meeting and field trip.

Working Group on the Stratigraphic and Tectonic Significance of 
Australian Proterozoic Basins

The inaugural meeting of this Working Group in Perth during

September, 1982, provided a valuable prelude to the Subcommission meeting.

The excellent dialogue and degree of agreement, as reported in the July-

September Quarterly Report of the Division of Continental Geology,

allowed me to submit a strong expression of Australian attitudes to the

Subcommission (Attachment A), which effectively summarizes the results of

that meeting.

SIXTH MEETING, SUBCOMMISSION ON PRECAMBRIAN STRATIGRAPHY

PRINCIPAL AIMS

To review previous decisions and make final recommendations

to the Commission for Stratigraphy on the following:

1) 2-fold division of Precambrian into Archaean and Proterozoic;

2) Subdivision of Proterozoic;

3) Subdivision of Archaean.

Other matters discussed included the future activities and

membership of the Subcommission, stratigraphic nomenclature of igneous and

metamorphic rocks, and Precambrian Reference Sections.
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PARTICIPANTS

Subcommission Members

H.L. James, U.S.A. (Chairman)

M. Kamal Akaad, Egypt

K.A. Plumb, Australia

K. Ranka.ma, Finland

P.K. Sims, U.S.A. (Secretary)

Sun Dazhong, China

J. Sutton, U.K.

E. Welin, Sweden

Members from Brazil, Canada, India, and South Africa were

unable to attend.

Correspondents and Observers

M. Essawy, Egypt

J.E. Harrison, U.S.A.

Liu Hungyun, China

Lu Songnian, China

S.B. Lumbers, Canada

A.H.M. Noweir, Egypt

I.M. Shalaby, Egypt

N.H. Snelling, U.K. (Chairman, Subcommission on Geochronology)

PRINCIPAL DECISIONS

1) The 1977 recommendation, to divide the Precambrian into two

units with the status of Eons, Proterozoic and Archaean, and with a

boundary at 2500 Ma, was confirmed (Table 1) unanimously.

2) The provisional recommendation of 1979, to divide the

Proterozoic into three Eras, with boundaries at 1600 Ma and 900 Ma, was

confirmed with myself dissenting (Table 1).

3) Subdivision of the Archaean is deferred, pending more data.

4) The Proterozoic was further subdivided, by unanimous

agreement, into a total of eight Periods, with boundaries at 2100 Ma,

1800 Ma, 1600 Ma, 1400 Na, 1200 Ma, 900 Ma, and 700 Ma (Table 1).

5) Acceptance of the Ediacerian Period of Cloud and Glaessner

(1982) is recommended, but with their 670 Ma rounded off to 700 Ma.^(I

anticipate that this change in age may prove contentious and require

modification).



TABLE I

RECOMMENDED CHRONOMETRIC SUBDIVISION OF PROTEROZOIC,

SUBDIVISION FOR PRECAMBRIAN STRATIGRAPHY, 1982

(Provisional nomenclature, to be replaced by names still to be chosen)

 

EON

 

ERA

Palaeozoic

570 Ma (Still to be dated)

 

PERIOD

       

PHANEROZOIC Cambrian

      

III

 

Ediacaran

^ 700 Ma ^

a

     

900 Ma

^ /200 Ma

PROTEROZOIC

^ 1400 Ma

a

1600 Ma

!SOO !!a

2100 Ma

a

2500 Ma

ARCHAEAN
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The Proterozoic time-scale (Table 1) will be formally presented

to the Commission on Stratigraphy at the 1984 IGC, as the final recommenda-

tion of the Subcommission on Precambrian Stratigraphy.^Brief reports of

the meeting will be published in "Geotimes", "Episodes", etc. and a more

comprehensive paper on the concepts and significance of the subdivision

prepared for "Precambrian Research".

Table 1 shows only an interim nomenclature, to be replaced by

formal names before 1984.^This nomenclature will reflect the purely

chronometric nature of the subdivision, and contain no implications of

type regions, etc.

SUBCOMMISSION 'S FUTURE

Alternatives discussed included elevation to Commission status;

separation into two Subcommissions - Proterozoic and Archaean; continuation

as at present; disbandment.^The decision has been made to continue in

the present form.

The term of office of the Chairman (H.L. James) terminates in

1984.^I have been unanimously selected as Chairman, to assume office

from the 1984 IGC.^Choice of a Secretary from within Australia is under

consideration.

Priorities for the Subcommission will be:

1) Subdivision of the Archaean;

2) Identification and designation of regional chronostratigraphic

units - Precambrian Reference Sections.

Precambrian Reference Sections 

These chronostratigraphic units are not intended to form

stratotypes for the recommended chronometric time-scale; the actual

sections will almost certainly occupy quite different intervals of time.

The purpose of Precambrian Reference Sections is to identify

and ensure adequate documentation of well-developed sections, which may

be used to characterize significant intervals of time and provide

correlation standards for as many techniques as possible - biostratigraphy,

magnetostratigraphy, palaeoclimates, etc.
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Designated sections may overlap in age; sections of similar age

may even be designated from different continents.^Initially their use as

chronostratigraphic units may only be of regional application but, in the

longer term, may be extended world-wide.^In the long-term a world-wide

chronostratigraphic time-scale may be possible (e.g. Hedberg, International

Stratigraphic Guide, 1976, pp. 82-93)., but it is the considered view of

the Subcommission that a purely chronometric scale is the only one of

world-wide application in the foreseeable future.

Australia should have a major role in the development of such

Reference Sections.

RECOMMENDATION FOR AUSTRALIA

I have always resisted the proposed 3-fold subdivision of the

Proterozoic as inappropriate (e.g. Australian Geologist, 39 (1982),

pp. 11-15) and, following the attitude of the Australian Proterozoic

Working Group, submitted an alternative proposal to the Subcommission,

supported by appropriate conceptual reasoning and a world-wide correlation

chart (Attachment 13).

However, although modification of the 3-fold subdivision was

unsuccessful, the finer subdivision into Periods (quite unexpected at

this stage) ultimately produced units in close agreement with my

submission; these finer units (Periods) are most appropriate to the needs

of the Australian Precambrian.

I recommend that the Australian Geological Surveys adopt these

subdivisions of Precambrian time, immediately following their formal

recommendation by the Subcommission in 1984.

I propose to convene a meeting of the Working Group on

Australian Proterozoic Basins during the Sixth Australian Geological

Convention, to discuss the results of the Subcommission meeting and to

formulate a joint recommendation to the Chief Geologists' Conference
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DISCUSSION

CONCEPTS

The various methods which are in use or proposed for subdividing

Precambrian time have been exhaustively considered by the Subcommission

and widely publicised for comment (e.g. James, Precambrian Research 7 (1978),

193-204; Plumb, Australian Geologist 39 (June, 1982), 11-15).^Without

elaborating on all the arguments again, it has been concluded that the only

method of subdivision which may be applied world-wide, by all students

of Precambrian geology in the foreseeable future, is a purely chronometric

subdivision which defines boundaries simply by isotopic ages.^This

concept has received wide support by such groups as the Australian

Proterozoic Working Group, a majority poll of the Geological Society of

Canada, and the USA-Mexico Working Group on Precambrian Stratigraphy.

Precambrian biostratigraphy and magnetostratigraphy, though

encouraged by the Subcommission, are in their infancy and will not be

universally applicable for some time yet; a subdivision based on

stratotypes therefore does not have world-wide relevance.^Similarly,

tectonotypes based on type areas are unsuitable because orogenesis is

diachronous.^Isotopic ages provide the only means of world-wide

correlation presently universally applicable.

However, the Subcommission rejects a simple equal-unit numerical

subdivision; the subdivision should reflect major events in geologic

history, without inhibiting critical review of that history.^Put simply,

the chosen boundaries should provide convenient groupings of rocks which

will reflect the significant geological events (though not necessarily the

same events) in as many regions as possible, while recognising that

geological history is diachronous.^It is naive to hope that any chosen

boundaries can ideally fit every region, and objectivity demands that

areas must not be artificially forced to fit.^Expressed more formally,

"time units have been selected on the basis of the temporal positions

of the more important geologic events in major regions of the Earth.

Boundaries have been chosen so as to interrupt as few as possible major

sequences of sedimentation, igneous emplacement, or orogeny".

The Subcommission considers that major tectonomagmatic cycles

offer the best potential for major worldwide subdivision; that is,

preference is given to boundaries which bracket major mobile belts or
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tectonomagmatic cycles, even though these boundaries may split important

sedimentary sequences (e.g. Attachment A).^Although this approach may

largely reflect a dominance of "basement terrains" in Precambrian

studies*, it is probably the most valid approach for the major units

(Eras).^Major cycles of crustal evolution and craton formation are

the "more important geological events" appropriate to these events,

somewhat akin to chelogenic cycles (e.g. Rutland, 1973).^The sedimentary

successions, commonly of shorter duration, may be the basis for finer

subdivisions (Periods).

This still leaves the choice of which constitute the most

significant cycles and where in the cycles boundaries should be selected.

Australian Submission

There has been wide disparity of opinion about how the end of

a tectonomagmatic cycle should be defined.^Since 1973 I have repeatedly

demonstrated that this may be rationalised by using the Australian

tectonic model of orogenesis, transitional tectonism, and cratonisation.

This culminated in 1982 when, with the advent of significant new isotopic

data, I was able to demonstrate that by selecting the orogenesis -

transitional tectonism boundary as the major break, the dichotomy between

not splitting either the tectonomagmatic cycle or sedimentary sequences

could be rationalised, both locally (Attachment A) and world-wide

(Attachment B).

Although this approach was unsuccessful in modifying the

entrenched 3-fold subdivision of the Proterozoic**, the Australian model

has been recognised throughout the Subcommission as a valuable rationalisa-

tion of otherwise confusing data.^The tectonostratigraphic classifica-

tion scheme became the basis of subdivision into Periods.^It will be

incorporated into the final publication (Precambrian Research) in

developing concepts and in characterizing the component rocks of the

Periods around the world.

* The Northern Hemisphere, with its emphasis on "basement terrains" has
dominated most meetings of the Subcommission; Australia and South Africa
are unusual in their emphasis on sedimentary sequences.^China was
represented for the first time in 1982; USSR has yet to participate;
both place emphasis on sedimentary sequences.^Australia constituted the
only "Gondwana" representation in 1982.

** I had anticipated support from Canada, Brazil, and possibly South Africa,
where my proposed boundaries are preferred, but these members were all
absent.
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There is a general feeling, enthusiastically expressed by

John Sutton (UK), that the Subcommission has finally produced much more than

just a time subdivision.^Hopefully the world-wide parallels in evolution

of Precambrian terrains and broad chronology of events which we have

identified will come through in the final publication.

My world-wide correlation chart (Attachment B) was the first

attempt to synthesize and compare the extensive data accumulated within

the Subcommission.^It provided the data-base for the subdivision and

characterisation of the Periods.^It was acknowledged that this could

not have been achieved without it.^However, although adequate for this

purpose, it contains significant errors of detail, due to out-of-date

(pre-1979) or uncertain data, and so it cannot be published in the

Precambrian Research paper unless updated by appropriate local members;

this seems unlikely.

SUBDIVISION DECISIONS IN AUSTRALIAN CONTEXT

Archaean-Proterozoic Boundary 

In view of the latest data from the Hamersley Basin, the

relevance and position of an Archaean-Proterozoic boundary has been

questioned (Attachment A). 2400 Ma was proposed as an alternative

boundary.

The Subcommission ruled that the 2500 Ma boundary was a firm

and final recommendation from the 1977 Capetown meeting. It has been

adopted widely around the world and to change at this stage would bring

the whole integrity and validity of the Subcommission into question.

World-wide it is a fact that the widespread granite-greenstone

terrains, which are generally acknowledged as characterising the Archaean,

including the Yilgarn Block of Australia, fundamentally terminated about

2600-2500 Ma.

The Mount Bruce Supergroup in WA is the only major sequence cut

by the 2500 Ma boundary, and there was in fact a widespread opinion that

the boundary between the komatiitic Fortescue Group and BIF's of the

Hamersley Group represents a very appropriate Archaean-Proterozoic boundary,

particularly if a stratotype is ever proposed; the early cratonisation of

the Pilbara, as in the Kaapvaal Craton of South Africa, only emphasizes the

diachroneity of crustal evolution.
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The close parallels in age constraints and rocks between the

Witwatersrand-Ventersdorp and Fortescue Groups and between the Transvaal

and Hamersley Groups were noted, and the question raised whether an

unrecognised break may mark this boundary in Western Australia, just as

exists in South Africa.

3-Fold Division of Proterozoic - Eras

The 1979 Duluth decision on subdivision was specifically a

provisional recommendation, to which comments and criticisms had been

publically invited (Precambrian Research 13 (1980), 378-380).^A major

agenda item for 1982 was: "Review of Duluth recommendations for 3-fold

division of Proterozoic", with the specific questions: "Is proposed

three-fold division still the preferred choice?" "Are the recommendations

for time boundaries at 900 Ma and 1600 Ma to receive final approval?".

Despite this, my submission (Attachment B) was received like a

bombshell.^The question was actually put to the meeting whether a new

proposal based on new concepts can be considered by the meeting.^In fact,

my boundaries specifically interrupted "as few as possible major sequences

of sedimentation, igneous emplacement or orogeny", rather than just

tectonomagmatic cycles; i.e. the concepts and criteria were followed

explicitly.

In the face of such entrenched opposition and in the absence of

potentially supporting members little real discussion or assessment of

my proposal took place and the original three-fold subdivision was passed,

with only myself dissenting.^What, then, is the significance of these

boundaries?

Significance: World-wide, these units may be taken to represent three

major stages of crustal evolution.

2500-1600 Ma: Craton formation in many blocks.^Widespread

orogeny about 1900-1800 Ma, but 1600 Ma encompasses the younger

transitional events of the northern hemisphere, particularly

USA and Baltic Shield (Attachment 8).^In Australia, encompasses

the North Australian (including Mount Isa) and Gawler Cratons

and Gascoyne Province, although final cratonisation of Mount Isa

and Gawler Craton did not occur until 1500-1400 Ma.
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1600-900 Ma: Polymetamorphic belts of reactivation, culminating

in Grenvillian equivalents which welded the earlier cratonic

blocks together.^Typical example in Australia in the Albany-

Frazer-Musgrave-Arunta mobile belts.

900 Ma-Cambrian: New geosynclines (e.g. "Pan-African") and

miogeoclinal platform covers, with "Phanerozoic" characteristics,

including ocean crust remnants.^First widely accepted plate

tectonics?^Typified in Australia by Adelaidean (although

initiated earlier) and, perhaps, Naturaliste Block.

Application to Australia: As shown, the crustal development of Australia

may be broadly rationalised in these terms, although the 1600 Ma boundary

is not ideal; 1800 Ma and 1400 Ma are much more significant breaks in

Australia and, indeed, throughout Gondwana (Africa, South America).^The

Phanerozoic Eras are equally inappropriate as major events in Gondwana.

Even more significant is the splitting of our major platform cover

sequences (Carpentarian, Adelaidean), because of the overlap demonstrated

in Attachments A and B.

However, if we accept that this lack of ideal fit serves to

emphasize the reality of geological history, namely that major events are

diachronous (c.f. Archaean-Proterozoic boundary), these boundaries are still

useful as Period boundaries, by separating significant events in Australia.

Principal platform covers - Adelaidean (500 Ma) and Carpentarian (400 Ma) -

are of such duration as to encompass more than one Period.

Thus, 900 Ma is the very important boundary between the Arunta-

Musgrave Blocks and the widespread platform covers of the Amadeus Basin

and equivalents.^It almost certainly marks a major break in the

Adelaide Geosyncline (Adelaidean), probably post-Burra Group (South

Australian Chart, Attachment A), although a strong body of opinion would

place it at pre-Burra Group (Houghton Inlier).

1600 Ma approximately corresponds to the break between the

Kimban Orogeny and Gawler Range transitional tectonism in South Australia,

and to final cratonisation (transitional tectonism) of the Gascoyne

Province of Western Australia; on present data the Nabberu Basin platform

cover is probably entirely older than 1600 Ma, although this cannot be

accurately proven yet.^1600 Ma corresponds to the termination of

sedimentation and onset of final metamorphism at Mount Isa.^It may
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well correspond to one of several breaks in the McArthur Basin

(Carpentarian), although data cannot define exactly which one yet.

Subdivision of Eras into Periods

This was the major advance of the 1982 meeting and probably of

the Subcommission to date, and was generally not anticipated.^Hence the

importance and debate which has applied to the boundaries between Eras.

Under the agenda item of "Precambrian Reference Sections" the

Chairman proposed that such sections might be accorded formal chrono-

stratigraphic status and thus used to define finer units - Periods -

in the future.^I pointed out, and it was quickly agreed, that this was

inconsistent with our previously declared principles of chronometric

subdivision; Periods should be identified and defined in the same way

as Eras and Eons.^Considerable enthusiasm developed with the realisation

that it is these units (Periods) which will provide real substance to the

subdivision.^The intervals are of really useful duration.^Periods will

be the real "working units" in practice.^Just as in the Phanerozoic,

Eras will only be used for very broad generalisations or when the age of

rocks are almost unknown.^This effectively minimises any local inequities

of the 3-fold subdivision into Eras.

To the suggestion that finer subdivision should be deferred,

pending more data, I countered that the world correlation chart

(Attachment B) had all the data required.^Despite the errors of detail,

the broad features will not change significantly.^The significant

boundaries are obvious, and are essentially the same as identified

repeatedly for years (e.g. Gastil, 1960).^With a strong nucleus of

supporting opinion my boundaries, proposed in Attachment B,were

effectively adopted in toto*.

Consideration was given to a unit between 700 Ma and 900 Ma,

characterized by the late Precambrian glaciation.^However, some glacials

are known to extend down to about 900 Ma, at least in Africa, so a unit

is not valid on this basis.

* My original proposal (Attachment B) was for subdivision into Eras, and
so 1600 Ma and 900 Ma was omitted so as to avoid splitting the Carpentarian
and Adelaidean; their significance at Period level have been discussed.
1100 Ma was proposed specifically as the initiation of the Adelaidean;
adopting 1200 Ma instead is minor and poses little local problem, probably
only in the Musgrave Block.



The final result has been enthusiastically received by the

Subcommission and inspection of the correlation chart shows that the

Periods do in fact bracket significant packets of rock over most of the

world.

Ediacarian: The decision to accept Cloud and Glaessner's proposal

(Science 217 (1982), PP. 783-790) may be controversial.^They include

it within the Phanerozoic, but still Precambrian, and thus it should not

strictly be part of the Proterozoic.^They suggest the age of the base

is about 670 Ma, the best data from the stratotype, but the Subcommission

has rounded this off to 700 Ma.

Public reaction may require modification of our decision.

Application to Australia: The Period boundaries (Table 1) are essentially

those I proposed (Attachment B) as appropriate to Australia (1600 Na and

900 Ma had not been included only to avoid splitting the Adelaidean and

Carpentarian,by what were intended to be Eras). They effectively bracket

and distinguish most significant rock packages in Australia and provide

a most satisfactory time subdivision framework for the Australian

Proterozoic.

Any attempt to individually develop a purely chronometric

subdivision of the Proterozoic, for local Australian use, is unlikely to

produce significantly different boundaries, and is thus unjustified.

This time-scale still does not preclude the recognition of local chrono-

stratigraphic units of regional significance (e.g. Adelaidean, Carpentarian).

Indeed, such sequences are obvious future candidates as "Precambrian

Reference Sections".

I recommend that Australia should adopt the Subcommission

proposal in toto.



Attachment A

RECENT AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENTS

Working Group of Government Geologists on Proterozoic Stratigraphy 

A Working Group on Proterozoic Stratigraphy was convened
between the State Geological Surveys and BMR in September, 1982.

Although no formal resolutions were adopted, all agreed
on the general principles of Precambrian stratigraphy.^The majority
question the need for any formal subdivision of Precambrian time.
I hold the minority view that there is a need, for 1) use on
continent-wide or intercontinental maps; 2) for ease of communication
of concepts of earth evolution, metallogenic cycles, etc.; 3)
convention and uniform treatment of Precambrian and Phanerozoic on
maps.

An Australia-wide pattern of tectonic development and
correlation has emerged.^Using this as a basis, I am urging the 
development of an Australian subdivision of Precambrian time as soon 
as possible.

Summary of combined opinions 

1. Lithostratigraphy is the basis of Precambrian mapping and
should be used wherever scale permits;

2. Following from this, ages may be adequately portrayed by
reference to an isotopic age scale;

3. A formal subdivision of time may be useful, for the reasons
above, but only if it reflects the natural geological record;

4. Chronostratigraphic units, rigidly based on stratotypes, are
only of local use in the Precambrian;

5. A chronometric subdivision based on boundaries of convenience
is the most acceptable;

6. A valuable contribution by the Subcommission would be the
publication of comparative charts of the various subdivisions
of the Precambrian now in use or being proposed for the various
countries of the world;

7. The boundaries presently recommended by the Subcommission
(2500 Ma, 1600 Ma, 900 Ma) are unacceptable to Australia and,
if adopted, will not be used by the State Geological Surveys.

Australian Stratigraphic - Tectonic Framework 

Time constraints on critical sequences have improved
considerably in recent years, particularly by use of U-Pb zircons
and Nd-Sm.^Australia-wide tectonic cycles reflect fundamental stages
of crustal evolution, and provide a framework for chronometric
subdivision (see attached correlation charts):
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A-
>2500 - 100 Ma - Initial craton development. Greenstone belts

and granite-gneiss terrains (Pilbara, Yilgarn).
Earliest platform cover (Hamersley).

 

-4-
2500 - 1800- 100 Ma - Geosynclinal sequences of shelf sandstone-

carbonate, passing up into greywacke turbidites.
Intercontinental rifts and troughs.^Meta-
morphism and folding (orogenesis) 1950-1800 Ma;
post-tectonic granites and volcanics (transitional
tectonism), leading to widespread cratonisation
(North Australian Craton) 1850-1700 Ma.

1800^to 1400 Ma^- Cratonisation of Gawler Craton.^First
widespread platform covers (McArthur Basin &
equivalents), passing into marginal mobile
belts (Mount Isa) - "Carpentarian".

1800 - 1000 - 100 Ma - Intercratonic polymetamorphic belts of
reactivation.^Final cratonisation by post-
tectonic granites and bimodal volcanism
1050-900 Ma (Musgrave, Arunta Blocks).
Final welding of Australian Precambrian
Craton.

1100 - 570 Ma^- Intracratonic rifting and widespread platform
cover - "Adelaidean".

Archaean-Proterozoic Boundary 

Hamersley Basin is now 2700-2400 Ma.^Cratonisation of
basement terrains diachronous from 2800 (Pilbara) to 2500 Ma (Yilgarn).

Greenstone sequences were deposited as widespread continuous
sheets;^attained their present linear shapes through diapiric
emplacement of granite-gneiss domes.^Hamersley Basin contains
komatiites and ultrabasic lavas and typical Archaean-type BIF.
It is therefore a cratonic equivalent of contemporaneous greenstone
belts.^The characteristic feature of "typical" Archaean is therefore
the granite-gneiss terrains; not the greenstones.

Such granite-gneiss domes extend up to 2400-2300 Ma,
beneath Gawler Craton and Pine Creek Geosyncline.^This may be the
more appropriate end for the Archaean.

Proterozoic Craton Development as Time Boundaries 

Cratonisation of mobile belts involves three stages, each
separated by unconformities:

1. Orogenesis - intense deformation and metamorphism;

2. Transitional Tectonism - molasse, post or late tectonic
granites and volcanism, moderate deformation.

3.^Platform Cover.
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North Australian Craton: The Pine Creek Geosyncline is the classic,
and one of the youngest, mobile belts of the North Australian Craton.
It forms basement to the McArthur Basin. It was metamorphosed 1890-
1800 Ma ago.^Transitional tectonism followed 1800-1700 Ma ago.
The McArthur Basin platform cover was initiated, diachronously, about
1730-1650 Ma.^The transitional tectonism was contemporaneous with
intercontinental rifting (Haslingden Group) at Mount Isa, which
commenced at 1800 Ma.^This sequence passes up, more or less
continuously, into a sequence contemporaneous with the McArthur Basin;
it is all traditionally considered to be part of the Carpentarian
(the Cliffdale Volcanics, traditional base of the Carpentarian, are
now much older; ca. 1840+ Ma).

Central Australia: The Australian Precambrian Craton was finally
welded when the Arunta-Musgrave Blocks were cratonized.^The final
orogenesis was diachronous: 1100 (Musgrave) to 1050 (Arunta).
Subsequent transitional tectonism was also diachronous: 1040 (Musgrave)
to 1000-900 Ma (Arunta).^The latter is characterised by bimodal
volcanism. The adjacent classical Adelaidean succession was
initiated as an intracontinental rift about 1100 Ma, and later
overlapped onto central Australia after 900 Ma (Amadeus Basin).

Interpretation: Both of these critical examples have a common feature:
important sequences are initiated in rifts (tensional regimes)
adjacent to and contemporaneous with the transitional tectonism of
the preceding cycle.

The granites of the transitional tectonism have been
traditionally equated with preceding orogeny and, indeed, are commonly
the main means of dating the orogeny (e.g. Canada).^However, the
associated volcanics and molasse are unconformable on the underlying
rocks and commonly themselves indicate a tensional regime (bimodal
volcanism), which can then be equated to the rifting of adjacent
platform covers.

For purposes of time stratigraphy, it is undesirable
to erect boundaries through classical sequences such as the
Carpentarian and Adelaidean.^The logical break therefore becomes
the unconformity below, rather than above, the transitional domain.

Using this criteria, I therefore propose that the Australian
Proterozoic he subdivided as follows:

1100 - 570 Ma^("Adelaidean")
1400 - 1100 Ma^(?)
1800 - 1400 Ma^("Carpentarian")
2400 - 1800 Ma^("Agicondian").

K.A. Plumb

29 October 1982
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Attachment B 

Proposal for Revised Subdivision of Precambrian 

Australia contains three very important sequences, of both
continental and intercontinental significance

"Adelaidean"^1100-570 Ma
"Carpentarian"^-^1800-1400 Ma
Hamersley Basin -^2700-2400 Ma.

The proposed boundaries at 2500 Ma, 1600 Ma, and 900 Ma
are patently unacceptable to Australia; all major sequences are cut.

A world-wide correlation chart has been constructed
(Attachment), based on data presented to Subcommission meetings in
1977 and 1979, and on selected published work since 1979.^An attempt
has been made to classify events according to the criteria used in
Australia.

Individual columns are clearly subject to correction by
those more familiar with the local regions but, from simple examination
of the chart, it is extremely difficult to justify the 1600 Ma and 
900 Ma boundaries world-wide.

Proposed boundaries at 3600 Ma, 2900 Ma, 2400 Ma, 1800 Ma,
1400 Ma, and 1100 Ma reflect the major geological cycles much more.

Discussion of charts 

South Africa: This is based on S8hnge's 1977-79 presentations, and a
personal visit to Namibia.^From Australian experience, I suspect that
the time ranges of some sequences may be excessive, but closer
constraints are not possible.

Brazil: From Almeida (1977, 1978). Little comment. The orogenies are
reasonably constrained, but depositional limits are only broadly known.

U.S.A.: From correlation chart by Harrison et al. (1977) (Central and
Western U.S.A.), and from 1979 excursion data and Sims et al. (1981)
(Lake Superior).^In terms of Precambrian history I consider Lake
Superior the most significant.^Areas farther west include considerable
metamorphic complexes.^Without personal knowledge, it appears to me
that 1800-1500 Ma sequences and intrusives (Sioux, Baraba, Uncompaghne)
are post-tectonic transitional domains.

Canada: From Stockwell (1982). This is based very much on ages of
orogenies, particularly granites, with little data on depositional
sequences. The only way to condense the complexity of all the provinces
is to show platform covers separately from orogenies.^It is not always
clear whether dated granites are syntectonic or post-tectonic (i.e.
transitional domain).^From descriptions, the type Hudsonian definitely
seems to be transitional.^What about the Elsonian?
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India: From Sarker (1980).^Data is mainly assorted ages from complex
metamorphic terrains.^Little data on depositional cycles; can only
be constrained within very broad limits.^Cuddapah Supergroup is
important sequence.^Published data (Crawford & Compston, 1973)
suggests age as old as 1700 Ma (c.f. 1500 Ma, Sarkar, 1980) and from
personal experience the sequence has remarkable similarities with
McArthur Basin of Australia.

China: From published work of Cheng Yu-chi (1972), Chung Fu-tao (1977),
and Chen Jinbiao (1981), plus personal visits to sequences.^It is
apparent that the Sinian Suberathem (10 000 m thick) cannot span the
full time intervals indicated in published works.^The various breaks
in the sequence must be of considerable duration.^Each subdivision
is generally only constrained by small groups of glauconite ages.
The base of the Changcheng is problematic.

USSR: From letter by V.V. Menner (1979) to Hal James.

Sweden: From Eric Welin's chart (1979).^Sub-Jotnian clearly
represents a transitional domain, between the Svecokarelian and Jotnian.

Subdivision of Archaean

Although most data requires refinement, there does seem
to be world-wide natural groups as follows:

Pre-3600 Ma: Ancient metamorphic complexes such as Ishua, Sand River
Gneiss, Western Yilgarn, etc.

3600-2900 Ma: The oldest well preserved greenstone belts, such as
Barberton and Pilbara, terminated by granite-gneiss complexes around
3300-3000 Ma.

2900-2400 Ma: Most of the widespread greenstone belts such as Canada,
Yilgarn, Zimbabwe, etc.^Many of the granite-gneiss complexes,
traditionally considered as Archaean basement, extend up to 2400 Ma,
just as in Australia (e.g. Central Interior, USA; Kenoran; Dharwar;
and Wutai).^What is the latest ideas on the age of the Vaalian?

Therefore, 2400 Ma is proposed as a revised boundary between 
Archaean and Proterozoic.

Subdivision of Proterozoic 

2400-1800 Ma: This interval is characterised, world-wide, by greywacke
troughs and rifts very similar to the "Agicondian" belts of Australia,
all of which terminated around 1800 Ma.^These belts represent a very
characteristic and important stage of crustal development.^Just as in
North Australia, terminal metamorphism occurred at various times about
2000-1800 Ma.^Most belts appear to have very clear transitional domains
which, just as in Australia, variously predate (South America), post-date
(USA, USSR, Sweden), or straddle 1800 Ma (Hudsonian).^World-wide
syntheses have repeatedly emphasized this 1800+ Ma magmatic event.
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The boundary splits very few, if.any, well-constrained sequences, and
then only minor transitional domains.

This unit represents one of the most fundamental natural 
subdivisions of the Proterozoic.

1800-1400 Ma: The proposed 1600 Ma boundary splits major sequences
throughout the world (Australia, Brazil, Central USA, Canada, India,
USSR). Nowhere is it related to any major events in crustal evolution.

Simple examination of the charts shows a widespread break
at 1400 Ma (termination of Gawler and Mount Isa in Australia; Roraima,
Brazil; Western and Central USA; Elsonian, Canada; Middle-Lower
Riphean, USSR; etc). It marks the initiation of major new groups
(Sinclair, Namibia; Belt Supergroup, U.S.A.; Grenville and Purcell,
Canada; Jixian, China; etc).

1400-1100 Ma: The stabilisation of the many polymetamorphic belts of
reactivation around 1000 Ma represents another major episode in crustal
evolution.^Almost any boundary - 1100, 1000, or 900 - splits major
sequences somewhere.

The Grenville Belt is widely considered as the classical
example of this event.^As in central Australia, several phases of
orogeny and metamorphism are represented, the Grenvillian being only
the termination.^The Grenvillian, sensu stricto, displays the same
relationship to the widespread rifting event (Keweenawan) and initiation
of platform cover (Jacobsville, Windermere) as the Musgrave-Adelaidean
in Australia.^Applying this concept to North America thus leads to
1100 Ma as the choice of boundary.

1100 Ma effectively separates major sequences in most parts
of the world.^It mostly cuts through orogenies, rather than sequences.
Internal control on ages of breaks in the Belt Supergroup is understood
to be poor.

Conclusion 

1)^Boundaries at 2500 Ma, 1600 Ma, and 900 Ma are totally
unacceptable to Australia, because they split all major sequences.

2) A subdivision based on units of duration up to 900 Ma are
of little value to stratigraphy and correlation.

3) Boundaries at 2500 Ma, 1600 Ma, and 900 Ma seem to split
numerous major sequences world-wide.

4) The Archaean-Proterozoic boundary is better placed at 2400 Ma.

5) The Proterozoic should be divided into units, with boundaries
placed at 1800 Ma, 1400 Ma, and 1100 Ma.
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6) Consideration should be given to further boundaries at
around 800+ Ma (pre-tillites) and about 2100 Ma.

7) The Archaean should be subdivided at 2900 Ma and 3000 Ma.

K.A. Plumb

29 October 1982
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